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FLORALS AND FIKA

DESIGN & AESTHETICS

Feeling so totally confused about design & aesthetics for your wedding?
Don't worry, we're here to help!

what an aesthetic is and how to create a holistic design

colour palettes and the best approach to choosing one

seasonality 

extra styling elements to lift the overall design

how to choose your florist

We're on a mission to help beautiful brides-to-be understand the

wedding flower design and give them the best tools to create an

incredible space. 

If you've found yourself scratching your head going 'what the heck is

an 'aesthetic'?' or 'how on earth to choose a colour palette' - you're not

the only one.

We have SO many brides email us so totally confused. There's not

much info out there. That's why we're on a mission to be the most

helpful and offer the guidance you so desperately need.

In this guide, you'll find

If you love this guide and found it really helpful, share it with everyone

you know! Help other brides-to-be and as always, we're here to answer

your questions florals.fika@outlook.com
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FLORALS AND FIKA

A HOLISTIC/COHESIVE DESIGN

Holistic: characterized by the belief that the parts of something are
intimately interconnected and explicable only by reference to the whole.

A holistic design and an overall aesthetic go hand in hand. In terms of a

wedding, it refers to a design which is visually pleasing to the eye and

one which suits the space. It is created by using a colour palette,

textures, linens, glassware and settings which compliment (or contrast)

one another. 

Aesthetic: a set of principles underlying the work of a particular artist or
artistic movement. The overall style of something

Why is it important?

It lifts the beauty of a space and makes a statement. A wedding is a

once-in-a-lifetime event. Wouldn't you want to make it as beautiful as

possible? There's a different energy in the space when it's dressed

cohesively. Everything flows and the true beauty of each element is

amplified. It's also what we love as designers. It is design in itself.

What affects the overall aesthetic?

flowers

season

colour palette

texture

lighting

candles

linens

table settings

glassware

menu's

environment/space

furniture/structures

outfits

abundance

other styling items

mechanics
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FLORALS AND FIKA

EXAMPLE OF A COHESIVE DESIGN BOARD

Autumnal design filled with soft and dried textures. Use of neutral linens
and a fluted candles. A colour palette of peach, fawn, walnut and blush.
Using cream & honey to balance. 

honeypeach

fawnwalnut
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FLORALS AND FIKA

COLOUR PALETTES

A colour palette (or scheme) is a group of colours (hues) used across a
design. For example: ginger, fawn, rust & blush

A colour palette is a huge component of our work as florists. The

difference in colour of one flower can greatly impact the overall feeling

& visual of the design. 

Our favourite way to create a colour palette is in reflection of a season.

The seasons tell us what flowers to use and which hues will flow

beautifully together.

sage

cream

peach

blush
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blushlilaccandycream honeystrawberry sagepeach

SUMMER

Summer for us means colour! As reflective of the hot Aussie summers, we
love being able to use more fire-y colours and those who pop. 

This doesn't have to mean 'bright, bold & ugly'. It can mean more of a WOW
factor than any other season. Colour brings so much energy to the space. A
fresh palette is needed to cool down those summery afternoons.

FLORALS AND FIKA
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blushrustfawnginger honeybronze huntercream

AUTUMN

Autumn is one season where we create our colour palettes which are strongly
reflective of the natural world. The burnt orange trees, the soft neutrals, the
turning leaves. 

If you're getting married in Autumn, we strongly recommend an Autumnal
palette, one reflective of the outside world.
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blushcreamtoffeegrape winesprice skycharcoal

WINTER

Winter is all about the deep and moody colours with a fresh tone to balance
the design. Created to warm the soul amongst the crisp evenings that winter
brings

Use of darker colours can sometimes be more elegant and romantic than any
pastel. Deeply underated, a moody palette brings an energy like no other.
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blushpeachcreamsage honeystrawberry skylilac

SPRING

Spring brings some of the most beautiful flowers. Our favourite season,
Spring is reflective of garden-style arrangements. Those flowers who are
more soft, airy and rambling.

If you're getting married in Spring, generally a light, soft palette is used; with
lots of pastels and dreamy tones

FLORALS AND FIKA
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SOME EXAMPLES OF VISION IDEAS

Deep, moody romance
Blush, burgundy and toffee with accents of cream. Candlelight, open

fire, soft linens, black menus, candleabras.

Light, fresh, garden-style
Sage, ivory, butter, lilac, blush. White linens, glassware, light & airy

florals, overflowing ceremony feature, light inside, fresh.

Playful, adventurous, joyful
Strawberry, peach, citrus. Strong use of colour, fluted coloured candles,

big statement features, punchy elements

Fine artistry tea party
Soft palette, blush, cream, sage. Gold accents for the cutlery, well

designed menus with a soft texture, silk runners, brass vases, white

candles

Chinoiserie theme
Cream, agean blue, blush and sage. Ginger jars of all sizes filled with

fresh blooms. Candelabras, printed linens, crystal glassware, silver

candle holders and cutlery.

Natural and earthy
Cream, fawn, walnut, sand. Stone, marble, slate. Natural textures.

Simple, fresh blooms, Light and airy space filled with natural light.
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CHECKLIST FOR A COHESIVE DESIGN

Some kind of colour palette & aesthetic has been formed

The linens and candles for the tables compliment the colour palette

The textures used communicate with the overall aesthetic

The overall aesthetic chosen flows with the season nicely

I'm open to my vendors tweaking the aesthetic and using their design
brain, experience & expertise to elevate my wedding space

I've chosen a florist who's general style speaks to the vision i have

I have no idea what to choose so i'm going to email Florals and Fika to
help me fine-tune my design & aesthetic for my Southern Highlands
wedding (highly recommend)

The overall aesthetic suits the venues space
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HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR FLORIST

Florists generally lean towards a kind of aesthetic. Whether it be soft and
garden-style, earthy and textural, moody and romantic or bright and bold. 

Choose your florist based on who's overall design aesthetic you LOVE. 

If you choose a florist who's design style doesn't match your vision, it's like
asking an Italian chef to cook nachos for dinner.

Give your florist creative license to create in your space to make it super
beautiful. Being too restrictive and having a set-in-stone plan for specific
design details can limit the skills of the florist. 

You're hiring a designer. Use them for just that - to design. 

FLORALS AND FIKA
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GOOD NEWS!

If you've gotten to the end of this and you still have no idea what the heck an
aesthetic is, how to choose a colour palette and what styling elements to
choose. We're here for you.

This is what we do best! We'd love to create for you.

If you're getting married in the Southern Highlands, please feel free to email
the team florals.fika@outlook.com

We're here to provide as much guidance as possible and ensure your
wedding looks beautiful. 

As always, follow us on social media @floralsandfika for the best tips and
tricks to make sure your vision comes to life,

FLORALS AND FIKA

Lily Holmes
Director | Founder
Florals and Fika
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